RECEIPE: Volunteers flocking to the Brazilian shore to clean up the mysterious oil polluting more than 100 northeastern beaches are getting all loot collecting the toxic sludge without the proper equipment. Health authorities said on Friday after oil slicks washed up beaches along more than 2,000 kilometers of tropical coastline, hundreds of people have turned out to share the beaches, some barefoot and covered in thick goo of globs, boots or even matts in Hinkley future.

A half-fertile and Arthur, the next day, and a splintering headache, said Vera Lucia Silva, a local government clerk, who said she and a friend collected 80 kg (176 lbs) oil with their hands in plastic bags on the Itapuama beach south of Recife. Silva, who ended up on a ship in the local infirmary, said local authorities provided no equipment and after two days charity groups appeared and handed out masks and boots.

The thick, sludge has been washing up for nearly two months, and authorities and experts have been baffled for its origin. It is believed to be Venezuelan crude but there is no evidence of how it entered the open ocean. A patchwork coalition of volunteers, public employees and armed forces have taken to the beaches to save turtles and other wildlife, collecting the gummy oil into bags with plastic bags on the Itapuama beach south of Recife. Silva, who ended up on a ship in the local infirmary, said local authorities provided no equipment and after two days charity groups appeared and handed out masks and boots.

The Pernambuco state health department said on Thursday that 19 people had been treated in hospital for intoxication either from direct contact with the oil or from the solvents being used to dilute it in the cleanup efforts. Local media reported that hundreds more entered the hospital. A patchwork coalition of volunteers, public employees and armed forces have taken to the beaches to save turtles and other wildlife, collecting the gummy oil into bags with varying levels of training and support.
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